President University proudly offers you courses that you can take. Here is the list:

1. Bahasa Indonesia untuk Penutur Asing (BIPA) – Indonesian Language for Foreigners

In this program, you will not only learn Bahasa Indonesia but you will also learn Indonesian culture. To help you learning Bahasa Indonesia extensively, you will be given extracurricular activities like watching Indonesian movies, listening to Indonesian popular songs, playing Indonesian traditional games, etc.

This program is suitable for you to learn Bahasa Indonesia in a fun way. You will not even realize the learning process.

Bahasa Indonesia is fun! 😊
2. Basic Sundanese Pencak Silat

In this program, you will learn one of the most beautiful traditional martial arts in the world, Pencak Silat. There are lots of styles in Pencak Silat and Sundanese Pencak Silat is one of them. Originated from West Java where most Sundanese people live in, the beauty of Sundanese Pencak Silat will show you superb movement of human body.

Upon your participation in this program, you will be introduced to your instructor, Mr. Dindin Dimyati who is also the chair of one of Sundanese Pencak Silat organizations in West Java, Garis Paksi.

3. Basic Technique in Batik

In this program, you will learn an ancient art technique in fabrication originally from Indonesia, batik.

In October 2009, UNESCO designated batik as a Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. This acknowledgement made batik becoming more popular in the world.
4. Basic Technique in Playing Gamelan Instruments

In this program, you will be introduced to Gamelan instruments and how to play them. There are distinctively three kinds of Gamelan, they are: Balinese, Javanese, and Sundanese. At President University, you can learn one of the three: Javanese Gamelan.

Considered by many Indonesians as an important cultural heritage from the past, listening to Gamelan's sounds will bring you to back to the old times. Come to President University to experience the sensation!

Timeline
Online registration: February – May
Program started: Beginning of July – End of July (1st batch)
                         Beginning of August – End of August (2nd batch)

Duration
4 weeks

Cost
Tuition fee: FREE
Accommodation: USD 200 (Includes electricity, internet, water, etc.) for 4 weeks

Required documents
1. Curriculum vitae/resume
2. Passport valid at least 12 months from time of arrival in Indonesia (Scan)
3. Writing essay about purpose of study (in English or Bahasa Indonesia with a maximum 500 words)

How to apply
Send your documents via email to International Office staff at President University: aris.masruri@president.ac.id

For more information:
International Office
President University
Jababeka Education Park,
Cikarang Utara, Bekasi, Jawa Barat 17550
Contact person: aris.masruri@president.ac.id